Step 1
Person making request is to fill form with photo numbers and hand it personally at NAG. **ALL photos are available as thumbnails online with descriptions.**

Step 2
Person making request is to make a down payment with order

Step 3
Person making request is to make a declaration that the images and prints are for private use and that they cannot be reproduced without permission

Step 4
Person making a request is informed by email or SMS to pick up photos. The images can also be send online in which case a request can be met with in less than 24 hours.

ORDER NO_________ DATE__________________

NAG • NATIONAL ARCHIVES Gozo Section
PHOTOS ORDER FORM

RESEARCHER_________________________ ID__________________ TEL__________________

Number_________________________ Number_________________________
Number_________________________ Number_________________________
Number_________________________ Number_________________________
Number_________________________ Number_________________________

■ Photos at FIVE EURO (€5) each can be ordered
  EITHER as high resolution images on CD
  OR as high resolution images via email
  OR as high quality prints A4 size (297 x 210 mm)
  OR as high quality prints A3 size (420 x 297 mm)

■ Payment is to be made in advance.
■ The NAG does not accept responsibility for the quality of the prints.
■ Images and prints are for private use only.
■ Images and prints cannot be reproduced without prior written permission from the NAG.
■ This form serves as a receipt and is to be presented for the collection of prints.